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Résumé

A partir de la Seconde Guerre mondiale, le gouvernement fédéral 
canadien s’est de plus en plus intéressé à ses régions nordiques et 
arctiques, au « pays du nord, puissant et libre », imaginé dans le texte 
anglais de l’hymne national du Canada. Ces terres lointaines ont 
fourni les ressources minérales nécessaires à certaines opérations 
militaires et ont servi de sites à des installations stratégiques. Le 
développement de nouvelles infrastructures comme l’Alaska Highway 
- traversant davantage le territoire canadien qu’américain - a égale
ment exposé la précarité de l’autonomie canadienne. Les stratégies

pour la canadianisation du nord ont été renforcées par la guerre 
froide et les politiques de développement, surtout sous le régime 
Diefenbaker. Des architectes comme Peter Dickinson et Ralph Erskine 
ont été invités à préparer les plans de nouvelles colonies, notamment 
Frobisher Bay (1958) et Resolute (1963), où l’on a déployé une 
technologie de construction de pointe à partir d’objectifs de planifi
cation issus du mouvement moderne. Cet épisode illustre la collu
sion ironique entre le mouvement moderne et les moteurs de la 
modernité que celui-ci avait l’intention de reformuler.

T

JL he vast, barely populated Arctic Région figured as a site of 
utopie imagining and dystopic intervention during the post- 
1945 reconstruction décades in Canada.1 A distant objective of 
the impérial quest for new routes, resources, and régulation, the 
Canadian Arctic became the politicized object of the national 
myth of the defining “True North Strong and Free” (fig. I).2 In 
particular, the région became an arena for the anxious assertion 
of sovereignty amidst increasing Canadian dependence upon 
American power and technology during the aptly named Cold 
War.3 These policies mobilized the presumption of modernity 
to effect meaningful change irrespective of place or tradition. 
Ironically, they were enacted through the agency of Modem 
Movement assumptions about the potency of rational and tech- 
nological processes to transcend différences of environment, 
ethnicity, and cconomyf1 One incidental aspect was the adop
tion in Canada of construction technologies devised for the 
development of arctic rcsources and military settlements in the 
U.S.S.R? With respect to Canadian architectural culture, the 
chimerical outcome of the presumptions and assumption is 
especially évident in the schemes for “new towns” at the settle
ments established at Frobisher and Resolute Bays. Respectively 
sited on Baffin and Devon Islands north of Hudson Bay, these 
miniature arctic reflections of current adaptations of transatlan- 
tic modernist town planning principles elsewherc in Canada 
were designed by governmental and individual architects during 
the mid-1950s and the late 1960s. They reveal Modernism’s 
evolving constitutive dynamic, and its sometimes-inadvertent 
collusion with the hierarchical and colonial social forces it pur- 
ported to disrupt. Nonetheless it will also be shown that the 
limitations of the modernist project were at least rccognized in 
face of the unique demands of the arctic community and envi
ronment.

One broader argument about the nature of theory, applica
ble to both Modernism and its intellectual cousin, Utopianism, 
serves to introduce the historical context.6That is the eventually 
opportunistic yet constrained operation of theory. Modem Move
ment architecture and planning, like the modernization of the

Canadian North, were coalesced by global conflict and the 
militaristic itération of the later capitalist state. The shared 
fascination with technological capacity, performance, and aes- 
thetic precipitated the dévolution of modernist agency from 
ethic, to colonialist and consumerist operation. That agency’s 
alliance with the Systems it hoped to democratize included the 
projection of alien régime and structure onto the supposedly 
neutral terrain of the Canadian Low and High Arctic. Thus the 
more benign plans for Frobisher or Resolute extended proce
dures and even design features of the resource industry com
pany towns that proliferated from the 1940s. Incidentally, some 
of the minerais and metals mined in the Canadian North were 
rendered socially acceptable by association with the aesthetic 
and ideological paraphernalia of Modernism (for examplc, ura
nium as a source for atomic génération of a cheap and clean 
electricity-based lifestyle, or asbestos as an inexpensive housing 
material, including its mixture with cernent for northern con
struction) (fig. 2).7 The congruence between written, deline- 
ated, and material fabrication of sociétal form has a parodie 
représentation in such circumstances as the naming of the ma
jor U.S. northern hemisphere airbase Thule (in Greenland, 
within the région of Ellesmere Island, where one group of Inuit 
were relocated 1953-55 at Grise Fiord) or the satirical stitching 
up of Canadian geography and history in Mordecai Richler’s 
novel Solomon Gursky Was Here (1989).8 Gursky is supposed to 
hâve survived the Franklin expédition (in search of the North- 
west Passage) thanks to a supply of kosher food and the help of 
the Inuit, prior to establishing what is palpably the fictional 
équivalent of the Bronfman dynasty.

The arctic townsite projccts reflected the colonialist and 
inadequately researched policies formulated by the Canadian 
government for northern and arctic development. Those poli
cies retained Enlightenment and impérial tropes, such as géo
graphie emptiness and the supposed absence of indigenous or 
competing people. The Northwest Passage had been the barely 
defined if potentially valuable northern margin of the Ameri- 
cas.9 In much the same manner the Arctic re-entered Canadian
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Figure I. Map of the North, published in The Canadian Architect, November 1958, page 36.
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Figure 2. View, and plans for housing at Stanrock Uranium Mine, Elliot Lake, designed by Jerome Markson, 1957, published in The Canadian Architecte November 1958, page 58.
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Figure 3. Photograph of Frobisher Bay [Nunavut] in 1958, published in The Canadian Architecte November 1958, page 38.

FROBISHER BAY, N.W.T.: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROJECT FOR A NEW TOWN

political consciousness as a boundary of control and a sphere of 
défensive surveillance. The narrative ofNanook of the North, 
generated around the filmic extension of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company’s trade myth of nomadic northern noble savages, was 
reconstituted to justify relocation of natives from southern Hud
son’s Bay to Grise Fiord and Resolute Bay in order to Canadianize 
the High Arctic.10 These natives - still cyphers of distant au- 
thority (being named Eskimo instead of Inuit) — were nonethe- 
less regarded simultaneously as beneficiaries of Western progress 
and légitimation for new phases of économie and political ex
ploitation of the North.

The North thus served as repository of futures fabricated 
from redefined pasts. The imprécise tcrminological and topo- 
graphical définition of the North intrigued Canadian theorists 
of political economy, culture, and communication from Harold 
Innis to Northrop Frye and Marshall McLuhan.11 It worried 
strategie planners either side of the 49th parallel, and it offered 
propagandist boon to Canadian politicians in search of a na
tional idea.12The major interventions were military and bu
reaucratie. The former was exemplified by the wartime Alaska 
Highway or the Cold War DEW Line radar-cum-air force

installations, while the latter harboured strategie objectives, in- 
cluding the townsites at Frobisher and Resolute.13 Appropri- 
ately, Frobisher Bay had originated with the discovery of “fool’s 
gold” but developed as the hub of the NORAD Early Warning 
network in 1955-57 (fig. 3).14 Resolute Bay had been expanded 
in 1947 from an HBC post into a joint U.S./Canadian weather 
station and airfield, before being chosen as a site for Inuit 
relocation in 1952.

The relocation of the Inuit ignored their protests about 
climatic extremes and insufficiency of sustenance in the north
ern ecology.13 In response the fédéral government claimed that 
their social and économie conditions would improve. But the 
government began the relocation without careful analysis of the 
geographical environments of the projected settlements, instead 
proceeding chiefiy on the basis of prior RCMP detachment sites 
plus the symbolic assertion of territorial authority. Government 
policy was equally prompted by fears of rising fédéral wclfare 
subsidies and complicated by bureaucratie schizophrcnia about 
the desirability of residential or nomadic models of native life. 
One conséquence was woefully inadéquate provision for reset- 
tlement, compounded by the higher government expenditure
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necessitated by the geographical remoteness of the relocation. 
Ultimately, as already indicated, the main reason for this action 
was Canadian political résistance to unequal strategic-cum-eco- 
nomic partnership with the United States. The assertion of 
sovereignty persisted in fédérally sponsored oil/gas exploration 
and mining, as at Resolute, along with a succession of govern- 
mental initiatives that reconfigured rathcr than replaced pater- 
nalistic paradigms (akin to the persistent application of 
conventionalized modernist paradigms in the built fabric). The 
pattern is reflected in the nomenclature of the fédéral départ- 
ments responsible for daily policy: during the 1940s, that de- 
partment was callcd Indian Affairs and Resources and 
Development; from 1953 it became the Department of North
ern Affairs and National Resources; after the 1957 Gordon 
Commission on Canadian Economie Prospects policy-making 
resided in the Department of Indian Affairs; and thereafter in 
the Department of Indian Affairs and Northcrn Development.16 
A major change, beyond the scope of this paper, occurred in 
1974 with the création of the Northwcst Territories Housing 
Corporation, funded by the Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation, and the formation of self-governing townships or 
municipalities, including Frobisher Bay.17 In addition, major 
development projects in Canada, such as the Mackenzie Valley 
Pipeline, became subject to résistance from ccological pressure 
groups as well from the régional indigenous populations, re- 
flecting the reassertion of the traditional authority by native 
peoples across the nation. Interestingly, these diverse contesta
tions of modernization paralleled the contemporary critique of 
modernist design (fig. 4).18The ownership of the North was, to 
some extent, repatriated in conjunction with the reluctant réc
ognition of aboriginal land daims, signified by the renaming of 
Frobisher Bay as Iqaluit, and the latter’s establishment as the 
capital of the self-governing eastern arctic territory of Nunavut 
(Resolute Bay becoming Qausuittuq).

That rediscovery of traditional cultural space and of geo- 
social place can be partly attributed to the failure of the arctic 
new towns envisaged by the Canadian fédéral govcrnment in 
the late 1950s, at the height of the modernist enthusiasm foi- 
radical social and acsthetic reconstruction. The towns’ fate cor- 
roded the broad professional and political consensus for the 
modernist agenda évident in the rhetoric of major policy docu
ments. The optimism underlying that agenda was évident in, 
for example, the speech delivered in the Canadian Parliament 
on 8 December 1953 by the Liberal prime minister, Louis St 
Laurent, announcing the création of a Department of Northern 
Affairs. He emphasized the need to impress upon non-Canadi- 
ans (American service and business personnel) that they were in 
“Canadian territory ... that was administered by Canadian au- 
thorities.” He further predicted that the north would replace the 

west as repository of “a great future for the benefit of the 
Canadian nation.”19 The 1957 Gordon Commission report also 
delineated the “northern reaches of the country” as “a new 
économie frontier.”20 Those idéations of the North were woven 
into the Conservative Party vision of Canadian modernity ar- 
ticulatcd by John Diefenbaker during a speech at Winnipeg on 
12 Fcbruary 1958 inaugurating his successful campaign in the 
fédéral élection: “This national development policy will create a 
new sense of purpose and national destiny ... I sec a new Canada 
- a Canada of the North,” the development of which would give 
Canadians “a transcending sense of national purpose ... safe- 
guard our independence, [and] restore our unity.”21

On this régional réitération of colonial liberal positivism, 
modernist precept and practice were activated, and were given 
the task of attaining that transcendence of space and time that 
adhérents claimed was possible through the exercise of function- 
alist aesthetics and techniques.22 Acceptance of those daims is 
manifest in the idcalist manipulation of site and structure pro- 
posed in the 1958 scheme for Frobisher Bay, devised by the 
chicf architect of the Department of Northern Affairs, E.A. 
Gardner (fig. 5).23 The récapitulation of the High Renaissance 
idéal and of modernist planning opérâtes through the recovery 
of aspects of both explicit and implicit utopianism: a complété 
solution applicd to a remote location that answers perceived 
needs while responding to the contemporary situation. Where 
the extant settlement was haphazard, disperscd, and meagre, 
Gardner and his newly minted modernist team anticipated the 
techno-sublimity of Archigram and the vast conglomérations of 
standardized units envisaged for European and Asian plug-in 
citics. And they referred to the currcnt architectural idiom as 
exemplified by Thompson Berwick and Pratt’s B.C. Electric 
Headquarters in Vancouver (1956—58) or Peter Dickinson’s 
Canadian Impérial Bank of Commerce in Montreal (1958). 
Dickinson also drew up plans for Frobisher, akin to the fédéral 
project in their abstraction of function and symbolism.2^ The 
new architectonie effects offered by modernist aesthetic and 
allied building technologv appealed to Gardner’s génération 
because these seemed capable of surmounting the ramshackle 
colonial past and even the ingrained préjudice within the immi
grant population; Diefenbaker’s northern policy initiated récog
nition of aboriginal citizcnship (fig. 6). To Gardner and his 
team the shecr geometry and surfaces of the Frobisher Bay 
scheme would, by invoking cognitive instead of associational 
responsc, create an environment that could register the multiple 
identitics of its multifarious populace.

This interprétation of modernist procedure had been ar- 
gued two years earlier by Anthony Roberts when he reviewed 
the Department of Public Works scheme for redeveloping Aklavik 
in The Canadian Architect in November 1956.2^ Entitled “De-
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Figure 4. Aerial view of the Mackenzie River Delta, photographed in ca. 1965 by P. Burnell (Photo: Visual Resources Collection, Art History Visual Art & Theory, University of British Columbia).
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Figure 5. Plans for the development of Frobisher Bay New Town designed by E.A. Gardner, Chief Architect of the Department of Northern Affairs, published in The 
Canadian Architect, November 1958, page 45.
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Figure 6. Laundry and dry deaning plant at Frobisher Bay in 1958, published in The Canadian Architecte November 1958, page 47.

sign for the North” - Aklavik lies 68° north - Roberts’s article is 
prefaced by an aerial photograph of the town, with the caption 
“Nearly ail the troubles of Northern towns stem from the fact 
that they just grew - like Aklavik, which, since 1912, has 
struggled and compromised itself into a situation that only 
complété removal can solve.” While acknowledging the dangers 
of uncritical reading of the texts of historical record, the phrase- 
ology imitâtes the supercharged rhetoric of post-First and Sec
ond World War modernist theory of urban renewal. Roberts 
reiterated the assertion of Modernism’s belief in the transference 
of diagnostics and solutions across space and time. Beyond 
accommodating diversity of population and climatic extremes, 
Modernism’s sophisticated spatial strategy could alleviate the 
acute problem of long confinement indoors. Moreover its rejec- 
tion of precedent offered the chance to attain the elusive goal of 
national expression. “In this challenge of building the North,” 
Roberts declared,

Canada has a greater opportunity than any other country to 
provide a distinctive national architecture. It will be an 
architecture based not on a superficial style or on a tradition, 
but a new and pure form which to be successful, is bound to 
be unique. Its originality will stem from design based on a 
social pattern and a sériés of physical économie and political 
conditions which are not found collectively elsewhere in the 
world today.

To that end Roberts urged that “the Fédéral and Provincial 
Governments must carry out wide-spread research into the 
multitudinous unknowns which now slowed planned develop
ment in the North.”

The act of research, like the act of planning — whether 
idéal, utopian, or pragmatic — entails intervention and dictation 
of solutions, howsoever altruistic in intent the planning and 

solutions may be. The northern récipients seldom figure in the 
intercourse of planning beyond being subjects of investigation 
and objects of reconstruction. The cover of the November 1958 
issue of The Canadian Architect célébrâtes the imaginary achieve- 
ment of analytic planning at Frobisher Bay (fig. 7). But the 
human presence is mere staffage to the concise embodiment of 
superstructure, defying the natural situation. The text similarly 
recasts the northern population as transient inhabitants ofwhat 
is yet the greatest geographical component of the nation.26 
Unstated in the opening sentence of the article, “ail Canada is a 
northern place,” was the fact that Canadas sites of governance 
lay well below the 55th parallel. The projection of distant power 
(and the corresponding historicized figuring of advanced con
struction) is the manifest logic of the Frobisher scheme. The 
thirty-six apartment towers encircling the domical town centre 
were to be grouped in twelve groups of three, rising twelve 
stories, and built of “sliding-form concrète silo [double wall] 
construction with lift slab floors” (fig. 8). The logic extended 
into the arrangement of facilities, provision of infrastructure, 
and choice of synthetic materials favoured by Modernism. (In 
this respect, the movement reiterated an anti-ecological concept 
of natural value: nature could only realize its full worth in the 
act of transformative exploitation.) Steel, concrète, aluminum, 
glass, and plastic were each more serviceable and safe than stone 
or wood (wood burning rapidly at low températures), as had 
been proven by the prefabricated DEW Line structures: “trains 
of modular buildings ... formed in an H-plan, with one of 
Buckminster Fuller’s géodésie radomes, 55 ft in diameter sitting 
on a high platform above one end of one arm of the H.”27 
Significantly the landscaped community hub at Frobisher was 
to be covered by a simpler thin-shell concrète protective dôme, 
and heated by atomic power.

The basic problems of transportation costs and volatile 
économie activity aborted the Frobisher Bay new town. Modest
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Figure 7. Cover of The Canadian Architecte November 1958, illustrating two of the residential high-rise towers designed by E.A. Gardner for Frobisher 
Bay New Town.
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Figure 8. Elévations of designs for the community space, church, and restaurant in Frobisher Bay New Town, published in The Canadian Architect, November 1958, 
page 49.
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Figure 9. Papineau, Gérin-Lajoie, Leblanc, Edwards, Academie and Occupational School, Frobisher Bay, 1970, published in The Canadian Architecte July 
1970, page 33.
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Figure 10. Papineau, Gérin-Lajoie, Leblanc, Edwards, Arctic Research Laboratory, Igloolik NWT, 1973 (Photo: reproduced from Leon Whiteson, Modem Canadian Architecture, Edmonton, 1983).

incrémental development occurred, including Papineau/Gérin- 
Lajoie/Leblanc/Edwards’s 1970 high-tech modular steel and 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic panelled Academie and Occupa- 
tional School.28 The illustrations published in the Canadian 
professional journals recall the transcendent, electric vision of 
mid- 1950s Modernism (fig. 9). The canted curved walls and 
polygonal openings, luminescent in the spectral northern lights, 
appear to hover above the tundra and to be suffused with 
spiritual light, attracting the townspeople to its sanctuary. The 
modernist fabric asserts conceptual and material authority but 
with greater emphasis on the compréhension of user function. 
The effect and affect is even more évident in the firms Arctic 
Research Laboratory built in 1973 at Igloolik in the then North- 
west Terri tories (fig. 10). This recovery of the participatory sensi- 
bility also harboured in Modem Movement thought had already 
occurred in Ralph Erskine s 1967 scheme for Resolute Bay.29

Aware of the tragic conséquences of the Inuit relocation, 
Erskine prepared his plans with the benefit of extensive expéri
ence in northern Scandinavian urban development. In 1959 he 
had presented a study for an arctic town at the terminal confér
ence of the Congrès internationaux de l’architecture moderne.30 

His solution differed radically from the triumphant utopian 
Modernism of the recent Frobisher Bay proposai. Erskine con- 
structed his irregularly disposed and scaled town, equally replete 
with modernizing technology, into the irregular terrain. The 
relative protection afforded by topography was buttressed by a 
perimeter wall, which reconfigured Le Corbusier’s concept of 
highway housing into a picturesquely functional allegory of 
communal shelter.31 Both natural environment and local popu
lation predominated in his formulation of the overall plan and 
component architecture for the new town. Erskine articulated 
his participatory, rather than authoritarian, understanding of 
the modernist project in an article titled “Architecture and 
Town Planning in the North,” published in 1968 by 77^ Polar 
Record'.

When considering the problems of building in the north to 
talk of an architecture of éléments would be to tell only half 
of the story. It is the people in the climate, the cities and the 
landscape, in familics or crowds that count... For it is surely 
buildings, and streets, gardens and trees, not cconomy, tech
nique and aesthetics that people dream about when they
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Figure II. Ralph Erskine, élévations and plan of a redevelopment scheme for Resolute Bay, 1973 (Photo: reproduced from Mats Eglius, Ralph Erskine, Architecte Stockholm, 1990).

seek a home, or a place in which to work or play ... [and 
further echoing Heidegger] I hope that we architects could 
give such a dwelling in form, make a space with a potential 
for contentment. But in the final count it is the inhabitants 
who will give the same dwelling its meaning and change our 
architectural space to place.32

That ethic prompted him to insist on involving Inuit and 
Canadian residents in the planning process for Resolute.33 They 
were consulted on the choice of site, the configuration of the

township, and the design of individual buildings. Nonetheless, 
the will-to-form inhérent in architectural practice affected both 
the openness of Erskine’s organization of the consultative phase 
and the level of non-expert design input. He removed the new 
town from the commercially driven settlement around the air- 
strip, and situated it at the site of best resolution of function with 
topography. He arranged the township buildings in clusters that 
reflected contour lines, using more traditional building materials. 
Although functionalist in aesthetic, the utilitarian éléments cre- 
ated picturesque effects that repeated the diverse visual scenery
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Figure 12. Ralph Erskine, photographs of a derelict residential block built at Resolute Bay, 1973 (Photo: reproduced from Mats Eglius, Ralph Erskine, Architect, Stockholm, 1990).
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and village scale of the whole town. Those communal characteris- 
tics, formalizing everyday patterns of activity and society are 
suggested by the imprécise rendering and narrative incident of 
many of Erskine’s drawings. One, made in 1970 and inscribed 74 
°43 N. 94 °59 W. RESOLUTE BAY, N.W.T., CANADA, is 
especially evocativc of Erskine’s empathetic reading of the texts of 
modernist and governmental impératives (fig. 11).34 For him, 
design solutions emerged from responses to local circumstances 
as much as from the pursuit of preconceived objectives. On one 
of his first visits to Canada in 1963, he had opcned a lecture on 
“The Challenge of the High Latitudes” with this caveat: “I am 
not an expert on architecture for northern régions because I 
dont think there can be such a things as an architect-expert at 
ail.”35

Despite such a reflexive, humanistic, ecological, and par- 
ticipatory interprétation of modernist urbanism, Erskine’s vi
sion withered; only one section of his protective perimeter 
residential wall was completed. The récurrence of utopian ambi
tion in post-war reconstruction-era policy succumbed to ex
trêmes of northern arctic climate, economy, and geopolitics. 
Erskine’s aim of marrying technology with native environment 
and society to establish “livable winter cities” — solar cells, wind 
powered generators, and composting toilets releasing inhabit
ants from the shackles of cold and isolation — depended upon 
the imposition of defunct disciplinary ideology and technology. 
His single Resolute structure stands as forlorn relie of moderni- 
ty’s hubris and its disruption of the idealistic and humane intent 
of Modernism’s theoretical project. Erskine’s urbane and con- 
textual scheme for a socially inclusive and technically advanced 
arctic community mobilized the utopie sublimity within the 
Modem Movement and the placeless spatiality embodied in 
modernist design ideology (fig 12). Alas, his vision foundered 
on the political cxigency and économie opportunism operative 
in the late modem formation of the Canadian North.
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